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Grade boundaries 

Higher level overall 
Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        

Mark range: 0 - 9 10 - 20 21 - 32 33 - 48 49 - 64 65 - 81 82 - 100 

Standard level overall 
Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        

Mark range: 0 - 8 9 - 19 20 - 30 31 - 47 48 - 64 65 - 80 81 - 100 

Collaborative Project Internal assessment 
Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        

Mark range: 0 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 - 17 18 - 21 22 - 26 27 - 32 

Research Presentation 
Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        

Mark range: 0 - 2 3 - 5 6 - 9 10 - 14 15 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 32 

Directors Notebook 
Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        

Mark range: 0 - 2 3 - 5 6 - 8 9 - 14 15 - 20 21 - 26 27 - 32 

Solo Theatre Piece 
Grade: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        

Mark range: 0 - 3 4 - 7 8 - 11 12 - 16 17 - 21 22 - 26 27 - 32 
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Collaborative Project – Internal assessment 

The range and suitability of the work submitted 

Overall, the range and suitability of work submitted during the May 2019 exam session was good and 
featured excellent examples of highly engaged and reflective practice. The work produced showed that 
students really enjoy engaging with the task of collaboratively creating an original piece of theatre, which 
speaks to the fundamental nature of theatre and of this current course. Students seemed more consistent 
in following the formal requirements of the task; however, it is still concerning to see some candidates 
who are not. These candidates struggle to articulate their process in any detail and clearly did not 
understand the requirements of the task and criteria. It is essential that teachers follow their role outlined 
in the syllabus guide and do not interfere with the group's creative process but guide the students to 
understand and follow the task requirements, especially in structuring their portfolio and clarifying the 
assessment criteria. As mentioned last year we are still seeing several students not clearly differentiating 
between criteria within their portfolio by using subtitles. When students do label according to the criteria 
this makes the moderator's job easier. 

More students seem to be using a rich variety of starting points this year. Starting points that allowed for 
detailed and extensive exploration by the group which often yielded more meaningful and creative 
intentions. Similar to last year students that selected to research into the creative approaches used by a 
professional company that creates and stages original pieces of theatre from the suggested list in the 
Teacher Support Material were often more successful than those that didn’t. We did see more variety in 
professional theatre companies being used, with students identifying more local companies (when 
available) to use as a primary source. This was nice to see but students do need to make sure that these 
local theatre companies focus on creating devised original work. 

Creative ideas for staging varied nicely this year with several groups following at least some of the 
conventions of a particular theatrical style, theory, tradition or company. More successful portfolios 
referred not only to the company but also to the theories (and even theorists) that their work derives from. 
We continue to see both higher and standard level candidates, clearly demonstrating and explaining the 
dynamic stages of the groups creative process and their own contribution to the collaborative process. 
Groups and individual students are skilfully and purposefully using a variety of creative approaches, 
exercises, theories, traditions, production elements, etc. to create thought-provoking and dynamic pieces 
of theatre. Work at the lower end of the spectrum tended to present superficial and disorganized work 
which lacked specific terminology, explanation or justification. We also saw a better range of students 
evaluating their presentations this year. More thorough evaluations weighed up the strengths and 
limitations of the piece as a whole, comparing and contrasting their original intention with the impact the 
piece actually had on the audience (making clear reference to the audience’s responses during the 
talkback.) Work at the lower level did not refer back to intentions, used limited audience feedback or didn't 
refer to the audience’s responses at all.  

Candidate performance against each criterion 

Criterion A1 
In general, this criteria strand showed continued improvement by candidates. More candidates are 
providing detailed accounts of their personal context in theatre along with reasons and causes in-regards-
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to how they are relevant and appropriate. Weaker work needed to state more explicitly how their context 
will affect the work to come. 

Criterion A2 

We saw an improvement in candidates choosing professional theatre companies that create and stage 
original pieces of theatre, however, we are still seeing students who don’t. If the professional company 
does not create and stage original pieces of theatre the student, therefore, has not followed the 
requirements of the course, and would score a 0 for this specific descriptor bullet (the second of the two 
descriptor bullets being assessed in this criterion). 

Candidates are also struggling with presenting cited research and considering how they could apply a 
company's creative approaches to their own creation. 

Criterion B1 

The group formation process was varied this year. Sometimes the discussion of forming the group was 
superficial and candidates had difficulty making it an authentic part of the process. Many students 
continue to cover this very quickly with a list of members’ skills or a short outline of how the group formed 
based on the size of the class. This year we also saw several candidates who worked alone on the 
collaborative project. In these cases, the requirements of the task were not followed and the process of 
collaboratively creating an original piece of theatre had not been met. In this instance, a candidate would 
score a 0 for B1 because the student did not form a collaborative group with others, but also score a 0 for 
(C)(2) as there was no collaboration with other group members mentioned. 

Criterion B2 

In general, the student’s explanation of how the ensemble chose and explored the starting point was 
good, but often students did not include the target audience or the intention(s) for the piece. Students 
cannot score above a 1-2 if they only identify a target audience or artistic intentions in addition to 
documenting how the ensemble chose and explored the starting point. Just addressing one of these 
requirements only (i.e. starting point, target audience or intention) will result in a 0.  

Criterion C1 

This criteria strand showed continued improvement by candidates but we are still seeing many students 
not including this section in their portfolios or confuse it with criterion strand D1. Students need to identify 
their own specific contributions to the collaborative process of creating the original piece of theatre from 
the first-person perspective, i.e. writing as “I”. 

Criterion C2 

Often this is the most substantial section within the portfolio and done well. Some candidates choose not 
to differentiate between their own contributions and group process. The addressing of structure, or lack 
thereof, continues to be a weak point. “Structure” only appears in the 5-6 & 7-8 mark bands. If a student 
does not refer to structuring of the piece, they cannot score higher than the 3-4 band for this descriptor. 

Criterion D1 

It is clear that candidates still struggle in explaining their artistic choices (as creator, performer, director or 
designer) made in the specific moment(s) seen in the video recording. Many candidates did not include 
their explanation of their moments, or simply the video was not related to what the student wrote. Videos 
continue to be uploaded with more than 4 minutes. Those students who supported their ideas to their 
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intention(s) for the piece and linked their choices to the creation of Tension, Emotion, Atmosphere and/or 
Meaning scored in the top marker bands.  

Criterion D2 

Although we saw a better range of evaluation from candidates, it is clear that this strand continues to be 
a challenge. Several submissions did not cover this section in enough depth instead gave a brief 
description of "how they thought it went." The quality of feedback from the audience often makes a 
difference in the quality of this section. 

Recommendations for the teaching of future candidates. 

Students should continue to use the suggested list of Professional Theatre Companies provided in the 
Teacher Support Material to choose from.  

Teachers should consider ways of giving students opportunities to present cited research on the creative 
approaches used by a professional theatre company that creates and stages original work, considering 
how they could apply the company's creative approaches to their own creation. 

Teachers must help students follow the requirements of the task in relation to the formation of the group 
stated in the syllabus guide. The process of how a group can be formed and also the process of forming 
the group dynamic are worth considering and exploring here with your students.  

Have students use the suggested subtitles to help clearly differentiate between each criterion strand 
within their portfolios.  

Teachers should get students to learn earlier in the course how to make structuring an integral part of the 
collaborative creative process by exploring and documenting different structures of performance. 

Continue to give students genuine opportunities to engage in the creative process and to explore and use 
different approaches to reflect on this process both individually and as a group. Teachers should allow 
both processes to inform one another.  

Teachers should provide opportunities, in the first year of study, for students to explain and support their 
own artistic choices with reason and cause. 

Teachers should consider how they can get their students to evaluate their work more thoroughly by 
weighing up the strengths and limitations of the piece as a whole, comparing and contrasting their 
original intention with the impact the piece actually had on the audience. 

Further comments 

Many teachers are still not submitting marking comments when putting in their students IA: Collaborative 
Project Scores into IBIS. These comments are essential to the moderation process. Teachers must write 
comments, using the language of the criteria descriptors, to justify their marks given for each criterion 
strand. 
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Research Presentation  

The range and suitability of the work submitted 

Overall, for this marking session, responses were much better than in the past. There was a good range of 
work with some students receiving full marks. Work presented ranged from the top quality, where 
students responded to all criteria effectively, to entire presentations which focused only on criteria (A) and 
(C). If students cover all 4 assessment areas they tend to do well. Candidates who systematically organized 
their presentations, ensuring they covered the eight criteria as evenly as possible, obtained higher marks 
than those who did not organise their work well.  

Students seemed to have a better grasp of the task overall with a marked improvement in Criterion (D) 
particularly. In band (D)(1) students generally addressed the impact on them as a learner but still struggled 
with making links to a previous performance experience as a learner, with many referring to future 
performances, which does not meet the requirements of the task. Candidates who didn’t read from notes 
or relied little on them had lively and interesting presentations. Candidates are certainly not penalized for 
relying on notes, but they can be encouraged to use them as prompts, and thus not lose their connection 
(and eye contact) with the audience by continuously reading from them.  

Another strength this time around was that most students chose a tradition from the list and chose a 
performance rather than a production convention. Some students fell down in (A)(2) as they did not 
explicitly identify a convention or focus on one convention, which made it hard to mark and meant that 
the presentation lacked focus and depth. Although Yuan drama, Bunraku, Khayal all-zid shadow puppetry, 
and Hun Lakhon Lek puppetry were hardly selected as traditions, it was pleasing to see that a wide range 
of traditions was covered during this session.  

With regards to sourcing and the bibliography, a few students did not meet the assessment requirements 
as they did not submit a bibliography at all, or did not source material (mainly images in the ppt or 
websites in the bibliography) properly. Bibliographies tended to either be excellent or poor, commonly 
missing access dates, were incorrectly formatted and were constituted of only websites, not reflecting the 
requirement to use a range of source types. The sound on videos was much better this session and most 
videos were well lit but there are still some uploading problems where work has poor sound and/or limited 
visibility.  

Candidate performance against each criterion 

Criterion A – Theatre in Context 

(A)(1) – This band was done well on the whole and students had carried out thorough research using a 
range of sources. Some students only used websites and many did not source material properly. Common 
problems here included: images not sourced in the ppt and websites not dated for access. Too many 
students spent too long on this area and many do not refer to their sources at all in this criterion. The best 
students made in-presentation citations. Most students did well in this area and reached the described 
level on this strand and more students than in previous sessions were able to explain their understanding, 
but this was not always rewarded due to the lack of effective citing within the presentation. Referencing 
of images and lacking to add the dates websites were accessed are common problems. 

(A)(2) – This band can be done well, but this time many students did not identify their convention, so it 
was hard to assess the rest of the presentation. Lack of clarity and focus in naming the convention weakens 
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the quality of the research. The number one issue with this strand was students often did not connect the 
convention to the tradition and therefore only described the convention. There are candidates who do 
not focus their research on ONE performance convention as required, instead, they use valuable 
presentation time to describe several conventions. 

Criterion B – Theatre Processes  

(B)(1) – When the student understands the requirements of this band then it is done well. Unfortunately 
many students fail to give a clear picture of their process of exploration of their convention. Too many 
students are still not doing this at all or are purely referring to practical research and not to physical 
exploration and learning. Student work ranges from no mention of exploration, to a few exercises [at the 
upper end], to a clear process of discovery and development. This was the least well-done of the 4 
assessment criteria. There were often token references or listing of activities done but these did not seem 
to impact learning and were not evident in the MOT itself. The best students had evidence or process and 
growth, be it in photos and videos, or referred to journal entries. Students must be aware they are sharing 
their process of exploration and growth of physical understanding of their convention for this assessment 
area, referring to exercises done and any other physical exploration undertaken to enhance understanding 
of the convention in practice. 

(B)(2) – Again, when students understand the requirements of this area it is done well. Too many students 
are not doing this area at all or just identifying their moment without referring to any process of 
application of the convention. Students are still failing to take the time to explain how they applied their 
specific convention to their moment of theatre. Stronger presentations clarify a process of what will be 
used, why, and how to application of the convention is carried out in a rehearsal process. To help the 
students understand this area of the assessment they should refer to the phrase in the Guide p 56 “a short 
and concentrated theatrical presentation” which needs to be planned, rehearsed and timed. Many 
students are still talking about what their application to the moment meant after the MOT and this meant 
that students this year missed out on getting marks awarded for (B)(2) because they were talking about it 
as an analysis of their performance rather than as a process of practical exploration and application. Most 
students were able to identify a MOT but beyond this there were few students who genuinely seemed to 
explore the convention in a practical way that showed their learning. 

Criterion C – Presenting Theatre 

(C)(1) – There were some excellent moments this year. The best moments focused clearly on the 
convention in performance and were long enough to show understanding and application in context. 
Many were too short to show any depth of understanding. Students that showed their convention out of 
context (for example, showing the entrance or movement of a character, but not identifying the scene, 
mood or location) showed some or limited understanding. The moment works with much greater clarity 
if (A)(2) is well focused. Where there was a genuine engagement with Criterion B, students were much 
more likely to achieve a high mark in C. Most students were able to show some understanding at least of 
a specific convention but there were still some students who did not know which convention they were 
exploring which meant their work was limited. Most successful moments were taken from the convention 
itself with least successful moments being taken from musicals or being original work.  

(C)(2) – Many students performed well and got full marks if they were off script and performed with 
confidence. Too many students demonstrated an underdeveloped level of confidence in use of body and 
voice here.  For example, reading from a script inhibited effective and confident use of body and voice and 
this is self-penalizing.  Issues in this area concerned underdeveloped, short moments, reading from scripts, 
or no clearly defined convention. 
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Criterion D – Theatre in Context 

(D)(1) – More students devoted longer amounts of time to this section than has happened previously. 
Students that understood the requirements did well in this area. Many students talked about impact, but 
did not refer to previous learning experiences as a performer in the past and its connection with the 
convention.  

(D)(2) – Many students did well in this area and students compared their conventions to a wider range of 
theatre practices than in previous session. Too many students are still comparing their tradition, not their 
convention, to another practice.  

Recommendations and guidance for the teaching of future candidates 

Make sure all students have access to The Theatre Guide (first assessment 2017), and understand the 
nature of the task and the assessment criteria. Advise the students to use the criteria as a guide in 
developing their work and for the layout of their presentation. 

If possible, pick a MOT directly from the tradition, if this is not possible, make sure that the moment allows 
the convention to be performed effectively and appropriately. 

Teachers should refer to the most recent Subject Report (found on myIB) and make the necessary 
adjustments in teaching content and approaches in order to improve student performance.  

Teachers can see one complete run through of the RP before it is filmed for assessment, and, at this time 
many things can be checked before the final assessment including the following essential areas: 

• That students are not spending too long on (A)(1) (no more than 2-3 minutes) 
• That sources are mentioned in (A)(1) (practise in-presentation citations) 
• That in the power point all images and material are sourced 
• There is a bibliography included and all websites are dated for access 
• The student states their convention in (A)(2) and then explains it 
• That students understand and cover (B)(1) and talk about a learning process, with examples of learning 

moments, not just a list of things they did.  
• The moment is identified in (B)(2) and an approach to applying the convention to the moment is 

referred to, with reasons why they chose the moment.  
• In (C)(1) any use of supportive script/written material should not interfere with or inhibit confident 

and/or effective use of body and voice e.g. constant referral to or reading from  a script/written material.  
• That the student refers to previous (not future) learning experiences in (D)(1) when they refer to impact 
• That the student compares their convention not their tradition to another practice. 

Recommend that students do not use videos of someone else doing the practice in their presentation, 
unless there is some analysis or something to go with it. Too often students show You Tube videos for a 
few minutes of their presentation and it does not further understanding. 

Practice with the video camera to check sound, light levels, frame and any images, details that need to be 
focused on during the presentation. 

Deal with all the following in class while exploring a tradition and convention together as part of the core 
curriculum: 

• Read the criteria the criteria together and check that everyone understands the requirements 
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• Remind the students that by IB regulations only 15 minutes of their presentation can be evaluated. Plan, 
rehearse and time presentations and show it to a mentor to get feedback. 

• Teach students how to correctly source all written material, images and important information. The 
continued recommendation to students to verbally cite sources throughout the presentation as an 
effective means of referencing and the sourcing of images as an absolute requirement to avoid 
plagiarism should be set as a requirement by the teacher. Show examples of bibliographies so they can 
see how to source different types of material, and how to date websites for access. 

• Practice keeping (A)(1) to a time limit of 2/3 m and try to be complete [explain tradition and cultural 
context] but at the same time be concise. 

• Explain that they are to dress to do practical theatre work pertaining to the tradition. Practice this in a 
mock RP some time during the course.  

• Explain what a convention is and then encourage students to make a clear and focused choice of one 
performance convention. 

• Teach students how to explore a convention practically and physically [in addition to research with 
books, internet, etc] and give the students a chance to find ways to genuinely engage with practical 
exploration.  

• Encourage use of journal to record previous performance experiences and conventions from other 
world theatre traditions and practices studied as part of the course with overt signposting by teachers 
that these notes might come in handy as comparative tools when student do Criteria D for the RP. 

Further comments 

Filming: 

The location of filming still needs further care and consideration - too many RPs are filmed in loud 
locations such as next to the sports hall or band room. A significant number of candidates performed in 
very noisy environments, hindering the candidate’s concentration to present. The microphone needs to 
be close to the student so that every word is heard clearly. 
Teachers need to approach the filming as a performance and have no-one entering or moving around 
the room once the presentation has started. All mobile phones must be switched off. 
The cameraman needs to know what they are going to film so that the student does not leave the frame 
and they zoom in on details that need to be seen in detail. The student is the focus of the presentation 
and needs to be well lit, the power point also needs to be seen. 

The course and the assessment task: 

• Teachers must read the Subject report - all teachers should follow an IB Theatre Cat 1 training workshop 
either face-2-face or online.   

• Teachers must check the recording before upload for sound quality and visibility.  
• Teachers must ensure a power point, if used in the presentation, has been uploaded in the sources and 

resources section.  
• Much of the excellent work presented is clearly the result of focused early guidance by the teacher and 

passionate engagement and development by the student. 
• Teachers are encouraged to ensure that their students have organized their presentation clearly 

addressing the criteria that will be marked. Each segment of their presentation should be clearly seen 
in their power point presentation, for example: The Tradition. The convention. Process of Exploration. 
Application to moment of theatre. Moment of theatre. Impact. Comparison.  
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Students need to be better helped to understand that the task requires the research of only one 
performance convention (A)(2) and that they need to compare their specific convention to only one 
performance practice (D)(2). 

Directors Notebook 

The range and suitability of the work submitted 

There was a range of work submitted with some students demonstrating an excellent engagement with 
plays and a strong understanding of how a director uses performance and production elements to 
communicate the ideas of the play and create an impact on the audience. The choice of play is key to the 
success of this exercise. The play needs to have substance and allow students to fulfil the requirements of 
the task. Students tended to do better when they selected plays that were open to interpretation, were 
not too literal and encouraged the imaginative use of performance and production elements.  

The citation of sources within the body of the work remains a key issue with a number of Director’s 
Notebooks flagged as demonstrating academic malpractice. All sources need to be attributed in the body 
of the work as well as in the attached bibliography. The play text itself also needs to be attributed. 

Candidate performance against each criterion. 

Criterion A 
Students are not required to explain their reasons for their choice of play. 
The student should be able to research a play’s cultural or theoretical context and find enough 
significant material to fulfil criterion A. The cultural or theoretical context of the play refers to what was 
happening culturally (socially, politically, historically) when the play was written. The theoretical context 
refers to the style, form, genre, movement or theatrical practice of the play. The biography of the 
playwright alone is not considered to be the context from which the play originated. 
The ideas the student identifies as being key should be supported with evidence form the play either 
through quotes, through the explanation of situations, character, dialogue, setting, stage directions etc 
from the text. This is in order to demonstrate that these are the playwright’s ideas and have not been 
imposed on the play by the student.  
The student needs to explain the ideas they have identified. If, for example a student has chosen love as 
one of the key ideas of Romeo and Juliet, they need to explain in detail what facets of love the play is 
dealing with. 

Criterion B 

Under this criterion students should present the development of their creative interpretations, artistic 
responses and explorations of the play. They should not explain the process of exploration but rather 
present the explorations. The student should always demonstrate how their responses will effect 
directorial choices and stage action. If, for example, the student feels the play gives them an image of a 
stream running through a forest, they have to explain why and how this image might influence their 
staging of the play or their choices. Students should avoid a literary interpretation or analysis that does 
not ultimately end up being related to stage action. 
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The language of this criterion is the language of possibility (I might…I’ve considered…one possibility is 
to…I’m considering etc.) as opposed to the language of Criterion C which is about decisions that have 
been made (I’m going to…I will.. I’ve decided…I’ve chosen…The set will be…etc.). 

Students need to refer to at least two external productions that they have experienced. It is better to refer 
to two or three in detail rather than several superficially. The focus must be on explaining how directors 
have created impact on the audience in these productions.  

Criterion C 

It is under this criterion that students should present their final ideas regarding performance, style, set, 
costume, light and sound (where applicable). Students often ignore performance elements in this 
criterion. Performance elements refer to the style of performance and how performers’ use of body and 
voice will be used to communicate the student’s vision for the play.   

The way performance and production elements are used together is essential for the second strand of 
this criterion. Even if students have explained each performance and production choice in detail, they then 
need to explain how these will work together to create an impact on the audience. 

Many low scoring scripts also failed to take the play as whole into consideration and focused only on 
selected moments which is the focus only of Criterion D. 

Criterion D 

The first strand of this criterion which focuses on staging was generally handled quite well by most 
students. More focussed moments provide students with the opportunity to provide detailed 
explanations which score highly. Students need to explain how they will create tension, emotion, 
atmosphere or meaning through the use of performance and production elements working together. 
This synthesis is key to the success of the criterion- students should not just rely on detailed explanations 
of discrete performance and production elements but need to also explain how these work together to 
create tension, emotion, atmosphere and/or meaning. 

Recommendations and guidance for the teaching of future candidates 

• Ensure students are familiar with the criteria and requirements.   
• Using the headings of the four criteria as a structure gives students the opportunity to check that they 

are fulfilling the requirements of each strand. 
• Students should be guided to select a play that has substance (with ideas and a cultural or theoretical 

context). 
• Students should be introduced to methods of citing sources within the body of the Director’s Notebook. 
• Students should be given opportunities to see productions whether live or digital. 
• Students should be discouraged from presenting extensive summaries of the plot. 
• Personal rationales for why a play was chosen or lengthy narratives about the selection process are not 

required for this task and are not assessed.  
• Students should practice analysing moments of theatre by looking at how the performance and 

production elements create impact and moments of tension, emotion, atmosphere and/or meaning. 
• Students who retype sections of the play text for Part D, rather than providing a copy of the page from 

the play text need to clearly indicate which stage directions are their own and which stage directions 
are the playwright’s.  
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• Give students opportunities to develop their understanding of how performance and production 
elements work in combination to create an impact and that it this synthesis that creates impact.  

• Some guidance needs to be given to students regarding the nature of their drawings and illustrations. 
Though these can be sketches and a student’s drawing abilities are not assessed, students should 
ensure their illustrations are clear and that care has been taken to create these. 

• Teachers need to be vigilant about checking for referencing irregularities before uploading work. 

Solo Theatre Piece – Higher level 

The range and suitability of the work submitted 

The work of most students in this session was generally well structured and presented. Most students 
chose theorists who offer a series of aspects of theory which are easily identifiable on stage and that lend 
themselves to a clear practical application. Theorists like Artaud, Brecht, Grotowsky, Bogart are all quite 
common choices. It was also refreshing to see students selecting more and more theorists like Wilson, 
Lepage, Bausch and Ohno who might challenge them to create imaginative pieces of theatre in the 
required time.  

On the other hand, some students are still selecting “naturalistic” theorists (Stanislavsky, Hagen, Michael 
Chekhov, etc) and having trouble demonstrating the chosen aspects on stage, as these are obviously 
“invisible to the eye”. Some others chose theorists who deal with improvisation (Johnstone, Spolin) and 
also having trouble demonstrating the theory on stage, as this is a task which is meant to demonstrate a 
thoroughly rehearsed piece, and not an improvised one.  

Some teachers are still allowing students to interact actively with the audience, or to have other actors on 
stage and even record voices of other students and then interact with these voice-overs as if they were 
other “invisible” actors. This is strictly forbidden in the Subject Guide and schools must make sure that 
students follow all requirements.  

There were many reports that exceeded the maximum number of 3000 words. Some students also try to 
by-pass this requirement by including extensive writing inside “pictures”. Schools must be advised that 
examiners will not read anything beyond the allowed 3000 words and that “pictures” with extensive 
writing in them will be disregarded.  

Candidate performance against each criterion 

Criterion A: This was, in general, the criterion that obtained the highest marks. The context of the 
theorist/theory was generally the better covered of the two requirements in the first descriptor. Students 
are often failing to clearly state their selected aspect, and many who do so, are not covering the aspect in 
as much detail as their theorist, meaning the awarded mark band is often affected. Sources used are often 
plentiful and appropriate, though a number of students appear to be missing easy opportunities to use 
primary sources to add credence to their assertions and observations. Some students also fail to attribute 
these sources in the body of the work, therefore not being able to demonstrate how “effectively” these 
sources were used in the research.  

Criterion B: This remains the weakest of the criteria, with many students limiting themselves to narrating 
the performance, giving accounts of reading, brainstorming, and watching videos. Successful students in 
criterion B get straight into describing at least 3 practical activities, before explaining the link between 
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their discoveries and their choices for intentions. When considering peer/mentor feedback, it was very 
seldom the case where candidates would reflect and evaluate these responses and how they impacted 
their work. It was more usual to find a discussion of feedback only.  

Criterion C: Some students were less successful here by their lack of clarity in the selection of a/n aspect/s 
of theory. Some students continue to select aspects which are not visible in performance, such as rehearsal 
techniques or psychological processes. Most students did very well here, however, with notable aspects 
involving projections and multimedia, set, and sound as well as quality of movement and use of non-
textual voice. In general, this is a strong achievement criteria in terms of evidence of candidates’ 
application of performance and production techniques.  

Criterion D: Most students clearly referred to talkback in their evaluations, which made it easier to award 
marks in the first descriptor. A sizeable number of students, however, fail to evaluate their performance - 
as performed to their audience - instead using this section to justify artistic decisions in a general sense, 
thus not scoring. The second descriptor proved more problematic, with students often offering a loose 
and brief reference to learning lots, without any reflection on how their theatre work has been or will be 
affected by their learning on this project. Nevertheless, relative improvement was observed with regard 
to previous sessions, with candidates focusing on reflecting on intentions met, evaluation of piece, and 
consideration of learning and its implications.  

Recommendations and guidance for the teaching of future candidates 

• Teachers are strongly advised against the use of extensive «screen-shots of texts». It was observed in 
this session that this tendency is increasingly found in students’ reports, despite its constant 
identification as a problem in previous subject-reports. Sometimes, entire rubrics of evaluation are just 
screenshots of text to provide evidence of achievement (for example, peer evaluation during process 
and its impact), but this then is not included in the word count of the report and not considered for the 
evaluation. The only written text included in a picture should be a label to indicate its relevance and its 
source: otherwise a picture (if included) should be just that, a picture. 

• Help students identify the selected aspect of theory early in the process, and make sure that they 
explore this aspect in practice (through workshops, exercises, trial and error, etc - the methodology 
would depend on the aspect chosen, obviously). This exploration MUST lead to the development of the 
piece, and teachers are encouraged to help students make those connections during the delivery of the 
Theatre course.  

• Help students to learn how to “ask the necessary questions” to be used during the talkback. Students 
need to use that feedback for their evaluation of the piece, so the kind of questions they ask is 
paramount here.  
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